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SYNOPSIS 

Based on the true story of Dr. Kermit Gosnell the movie takes audiences 

behind the scenes of the investigation and trial of the man who has been 

dubbed the “Biggest Serial Killer in America.” 
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Detective James “Woody” Wood (Dean Cain) and his partner Det. Stark 

(Alfonzo Rachel) work an informant network to discover which doctor has 

been selling prescription drugs illegally.  But they are not the only 

ones who’ve been watching these sales as the FBI & DEA converge on an 

informant as Woody & Stark take her into custody.  She soon gives up the 

doctor, Kermit Gosnell (Earl Billings). 

 

The FBI, DEA and local Philadelphia police do a joint raid on Dr. 

Gosnell’s clinic.  And while they find evidence for the drug sales what 

they find next no one expected.  During their search of the common areas 

they find baby bodies stored in orange juice containers and bags in the 

lunchroom refrigerator.  These discoveries raise questions on what Dr. 

Gosnell is doing in this clinic.  

 

Assistant District Attorney Lexi McGuire (Sarah Jane Morris) returns to 

work following maternity leave and is thrust into the middle of the 

Gosnell case as it moves from a drug bust into a potential murder case.   

But taking on this case is a major risk for Lexi as she has ambitions 

within the Governor’s office and losing this case may end her career 

politically. 

 

As the team seeks to build their case for murder, there are several major 

questions the team must tackle around the Pennsylvania abortion laws.  

While its clear to Woody and Lexi the laws have been broken the difficult 

political ramifications of putting an abortion doctor on trial also come 

clearly into focus.  Lexi will also be facing off against the sharp 

defense lawyer Michael Cohan (Nick Searcy). 

 

As they head into trial, its unclear how a jury will react to the 

information as the question of viability of the children found within the 

clinic will come into play along with ways to interpret the abortion 

laws.  The team led by District Attorney Dan Molinari (Michael Beach) 

expect intense media scrutiny at the start of the trial.  But upon their 

arrival at the courthouse its clear the media has a biased interest in 
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not covering this story except for one “citizen journalist” Molly 

Mullaney (Cyrina Fiallo). 

 

As the trial moves forward Cohan makes a believable defense of Dr. 

Gosnell performing necessary but risky medical service.  And while he may 

have not have run the cleanest or safest clinic these were mistakes and 

don’t add up to murder. Woody knows one of the clinic workers has photos 

of some of the babies who were found in the raid but needs her to take 

the stand.  But will she? 

 

10 Facts About Gosnell: The Trial of America’s Biggest Serial Killer 

 

1. Dr. Kermit Gosnell was convicted in May of 2013 on three counts of 

murder for the death of three infant children and involuntary 

manslaughter of Karnamaya Mongar.  In a thirty year killing spree he 

is thought to have killed hundreds, perhaps thousands. ABC News 

described him as “America's most prolific serial killer”. 

He is currently serving life in prison with no possibility for parole. 

 

2. The film is based on the New York Times bestselling book Gosnell: The 

Untold Story of America’s Most Prolific Serial Killer written by Ann 

McElhinney and Phelim McAleer. The book attracted  controversy after 

the New York times initially refused to list it as a best seller 

despite it being the number 3 best seller on Amazon and Publishers 

Weekly. 

 

3. The film’s producers Ann McElhinney and Phelim McAleer (a husband and 

wife journalist team) interviewed Gosnell in prison for research for 

the book and film. During the interview and subsequent phone calls 

Gosnell has maintained his innocence. During the prison interview 

Gosnell also frequently touched McElhinney's leg, sang a French love 

song to her and discussed menstruation. He is in turn charming, 

manipulative, arrogant and a compulsive liar 

 

4. The investigation and raid by the FBI, DEA and local police on Dr. 

Gosnell’s clinic in February of 2010, was originally for the illegal 

sale of prescription drugs.  Following the raid and the discovery of 

his “House of Horrors” the investigation expanded to include murder.  
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5. The investigation revealed a state government that covered up 

deaths in order to protect abortion. The hands off approach and coverup 

was started by a Republican administration and continued by Democrats. 

 
 

 

6. Producer & Journalist Phelim McAleer stumbled across the Gosnell trial 

on a day off while he was in Philadelphia  promoting another film.  

McAleer who is a veteran crime reporter attended the trial for several 

days and said it was the most dramatic and shocking evidence he had 

ever heard but what was most shocking was the empty press benches 

behind him. Eventually the mainstream media was shamed into covering 

the story by a massive social media campaign. 

 

7. The film was shot in Oklahoma City and Guthrie, Oklahoma over 21 days. 

 

8. Former District Attorney Christine Wechsler, who worked the 

investigation and prepared the case against Dr Gosnell was a 

consultant and on set to help with some of the background information.  

She has a cameo in the film and can be seen as a background extra in 

the Grand Jury scene. 

 

9. Detective James Woods was part of the original investigation team and 

is widely credited for being the detective responsible for realizing 

what was going on behind the closed doors of the abortion clinic. He 

served as a consultant to the writing of the film and was on set 

during production giving notes for authenticity. He also has a cameo 

in the film.  Detective Woods’ character is played by Dean Cain in 

the film. 

 

 

10. The film broke Crowdfunding records by raising $2.3m from almost 

30,000 supporters. At the time it was Indiegogo's most successful 
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movie campaign and the most successful non-celebrity movie on any 

crowdfunding platform. www.indiegogo.com/projects/gosnell-movie#/ 

 

  

 

PRINCIPAL CAST 

 

Dean Cain    Detective James “Woody” Woods 

Sarah Jane Morris  Assistant District Attorney Lexi McGuire 

Nick Searcy   Defense Attorney Michael Cohan 

Cyrina Fiallo   Molly Mullaney 

Earl Billings   Dr. Kermit Gosnell 

Michael Beach   District Attorney Dan Molinari 

Janine Turner   Dr. North 

Alfonzo Rachel   Detective Stark 

 

 

 

SUPPORTING CAST 

 

Dominique Edwards  Betty 

Lauren Armour   Keshawna 

Kent Jones    Judge 

Paula Fairbrother  Sandra Rhodes 

Damon Carney   Ed McGuire 

Jack Hayes    Jury Foreman 

Mary Eaton   Shelly Green 

Geoff Koch    FBI Agent Huddleston 

Darrell Cox   Dr. Ray Morris 

Leesa Neidel   Joan Wood 
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CREW 

 

Director    Nick Searcy 

 

Writers    Andrew Klavan 

Ann McElhinney 

Phelim McAleer 

 

Producers    Ann McElhinney 

     Phelim McAleer 

     Magdalena Segieda 

 

Line Producer   John Sullivan 

 

Director of Photography Mark Peterson 

 

Composer    Boris Zelkin 

 

Editor    John Quinn 

 

Production Manager  Nathan Gardocki 

 

1st AD    Joth Riggs 

2nd AD    Ian Campbell 

 

Casting Directors   Sunday Boling 

     Meg Morman 
 

Production Designer  Rebekah  Bell 

 

Art Director   Lance Gill 

 

Lead Make Up Artist  Sharon Tabb 

 

Lead Hair Stylist   Shelly D’Apolito 

 

Costume Design   Jenava Burguiere 

 

Prop Master   Rheannon Ainsworth 

 

Sound Mixer   Grant Provence 
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FILMMAKER BIOS 

 

Director Nick Searcy  
A consistent presence in film and television for over 25 years, Nick 

Searcy has starred in independent films as well as studio blockbusters, 

including Moneyball, The Last Song, The Ugly Truth, The Dead Girl, 

Runaway Jury, Cast Away, Head of State, and Fried Green Tomatoes, among 

others. In 2018, he appeared in two Academy Award Best Picture nominees, 

3 Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri, and the Best Picture winner, The 

Shape of Water. 

 

After completing a six-year run as Chief Deputy Art Mullen on the popular 

FX series Justified, he appeared as Deke Simmons in Hulu’s 11/22/63, and 

has also been a series regular on UPN’s 7 Days, CBS’s American Gothic, 

HBO’s From The Earth To The Moon, ABC’s Rodney, and CW’s Easy Money, 

and has guest starred on countless shows including Chicago Med, Hawaii 5-

0, Mom, Hot in Cleveland, Intelligence, Archer, The Mentalist, Lie To Me, 

Without a Trace, The West Wing, CSI, and NCIS.   

 

He returned to the stage, his first love, in 2016 as Raymond Chandler in 

BILLY & RAY at the Laguna Playhouse, and again in 2017 in the Geffen 

Playhouse production of The Legend of Georgia McBride. 

 

Nick directed his second film, Gosnell, which will be released in 

theaters on October 12, 2018. His first film, Paradise Falls, won 6 

festival awards including the Best Feature Film award at the 1997 

Hollywood Film Festival, and he continues to write and develop new works 

for the screen.   
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Producer Ann McElhinney 
Ann McElhinney is a NYT best-selling author, journalist, film producer 

and director and one of the most successful crowdfunders in the world.  

 

She produced and co-wrote the movie Gosnell – The Trial of America’s 

Biggest Serial Killer. She and her husband, journalist Phelim McAleer 

wrote the NYT Best Seller Gosnell – The Untold Story of America’s Most 
Prolific Serial Killer. The book debuted at #3 Amazon Best Seller and 
sold out in 3 days after publication.  

 

The Gosnell project has attracted an enormous amount of media coverage on 

television, radio and with hundreds of articles written about the book, 

film and the historic crowdfunding.  

 

McElhinney directed and produced FrackNation – A Journalist’s Search for 
the Fracking Truth, a documentary on hydraulic fracturing (fracking) and 
the natural gas boom in the US and abroad. Variety said it was a 

“briskly paced…mischievous pic.” 

 

She also produced and directed Not Evil Just Wrong (2009), a film that 
examines the devastating consequences of global warming hysteria. And 

Mine Your Own Business – the first documentary that asks difficult 
questions of the environmental movement. Canada’s The National Post said 

“Mine Your Own Business is devastating because it combats prejudices and 

fantasies with pictures that refute thousands of weasel words” 

 

McElhinney has made documentaries for the BBC, CBC (Canada) and RTE 

(Ireland). The Search for Tristan’s Mum concerned the case of Tristan 
Dowse, a baby who was adopted and later abandoned by an Irish man and his 

wife in Indonesia.  

 

McElhinney was featured in and was the Associate Producer of the highly 

controversial documentary Return to Sender (2005) for CBC about the 
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adoption of a Romanian child by a rich Canadian couple who years later 

sent the child back.  

 

McElhinney is a regular columnist with TownHall. She has also written for 

or appeared on FOX News, CNN, BBC, CBC (Canada), ABC (Australia), RTE 

(Ireland), The Sunday Times and The Irish Times. McElhinney has worked as 
a journalist and filmmaker in the US, Canada, Romania, Bulgaria, Chile, 

Indonesia, Cambodia, Vietnam, China, Ghana and Uganda.  

 

She is an entertaining and sought-after public speaker. McElhinney 

produces and directs with her husband Phelim McAleer, they live in 

Venice, California with their two cats: Top Cat and Scaredy Cat.  
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Producer Phelim McAleer 
Phelim McAleer is a producer, veteran investigative journalist, 

playwright and one of the world’s leading Crowdfunders.  

 

He attended the Gosnell trial and produced and co-wrote Gosnell – The 

Trial of America’s Biggest Serial Killer. 

 

Along with his wife, journalist Ann McElhinney, he is the author of the 

New York Times best selling book Gosnell – The Untold Story of 
America’s Most Prolific Serial Killer, published by Regnery and 
available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Books a Million.  

 

McAleer is a regular columnist for the Wall Street Journal, The Irish 

Times and townhall.com 

 

Together with his wife Ann he has raised almost $3M in five separate 

crowdfunding campaigns. Their Gosnell movie was the most successful film 
project ever on Indiegogo. It raised $2.3M in just 45 days.  

 

Gosnell is a ripped from the headlines story about a respected doctor who 
ran a medical clinic in an impoverished Philadelphia neighborhood. But 

behind the doors of his clinic the smiling, avuncular Kermit Gosnell was 

also America’s most prolific serial killer.  

 

McAleer produced and directed FrackNation a documentary about fracking 
which was funded through a $212,000 crowdfunding campaign. The New York 

Times described FrackNation as “provocative and meticulously 

researched.” 

 

McAleer has been at the forefront of popularizing Verbatim Theater in the 

US.  

 

He caused a storm when his play Ferguson, about the police shooting of 

Michael Brown, was staged in Los Angeles. Although the play was based 
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entirely on verbatim transcripts of eyewitness testimony to the Grand 

Jury actors objected to the script and the 9 of the 13 cast walked out 

before opening night. They were upset that the eyewitness testimony did 

not match their idea of how the shooting actually happened. Alternative 

newspaper LA Weekly sad Ferguson was “divisive, but riveting” and “an 

incendiary night of theater”.  

 

For his online series Clinton Emails On Film – writer Mark Steyn said it 

was an example of McAleer doing “the work you can guarantee most of the 

American media have no stomach for.” 

 

He has produced documentaries for the BBC, CBC (Canada) and RTE (Ireland) 

and two independent feature length documentaries. Before becoming a 

filmmaker, Phelim was a foreign correspondent for the Financial Times in 

Eastern Europe. He also covered Romania and Bulgaria for the Economist. 

Before that he covered Ireland for the UK Sunday Times. McAleer began his 

career in journalism covering the Northern Ireland troubles first as a 

reporter in Crossmaglen (known as Bandit Country) and then for the Irish 

News in Belfast.  

 

He has worked as a filmmaker and journalist in many countries including 

Romania, Uganda, Madagascar, Bulgaria, Chile, Indonesia, Canada and 

China. McAleer has appeared on or is a regular contributor to an array of 

international media organizations including Fox News, CNN and the BBC.  

 

He has two cats, Scaredy Cat and Top Cat. 

 

Producer Magdalena Segieda 
Magdalena was born in 1982 in Szczecin, a city in Poland made famous in 

Churchill’s famous speech about the Iron Curtain. She is a filmmaker and 

one of of America’s most successful crowdfunders. She has broken several 

crowdfunding records. Magdalena is a producer of the Gosnell movie, which 
was at the time the most successful crowdfunding campaign for a movie on 

Indiegogo. It was also the biggest non-celebrity movie campaign across 

all platforms. To date, it has raised over $2.3M from more than 29,000 

backers. Previously, Magdalena co-directed a feature documentary 

FrackNation which raised over $212K and was one of the most successful 
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documentary campaigns on Kickstarter. She also ran several smaller 

campaigns, for a theater play Ferguson which raised over $100K and most 
recently a series of online videos that raised over $52K.  

 

Magdalena works and lives in Los Angeles with her husband and their son.  

 

Line Producer John Sullivan 
John Sullivan is an award winning writer, director and producer. He is 

one of the most successful independent filmmakers of the decade with 

three of his films in the theatrical documentaries of all-time earning 

over $55mm at the box office. These include the hit films 2016 and 
America.  He also worked with America’s favorite teacher, Ben Stein, 

producing the film Expelled.   John is in the middle of editing No Safe 
Space with Adam Carolla and Dennis Prager on free speech on college 
campuses and society. 

 

One of John’s distinct opportunities is to have worked with two Academy 

Award winning producers; Gerald Molen (Schindler’s List, Jurassic Park, 
Rain Man) and Gray Frederickson (Apocalypse Now, Godfather, Godfather 
II). 


